Details of Proctoring Examination

Remote proctoring is the act of invigilating an online exam from any location to clamp down on aberrant behavior or cheating instances to ensure a cheat-free assessment environment. A remotely proctored exam is administered by experienced human proctors, an AI Algorithm, or both to maintain integrity.

- **Student Authentication**
- **Multi-factor authentication technology to eliminate the risk of student impersonation.**
- **The Students’ Authenticity Is Verified Continuously, Without Fail, Using Proctoring Software**
- **AI-based Facial Recognition Technology Ensures the Right Student Is Giving the Proctored Exam**

**BEFORE THE EXAM**

3-point Candidate Authentication System

- Email authentication
- Mobile authentication through OTP
- ID card authentication

**DURING THE EXAM**

Flagship Facial Recognition Technology

- The student's authorized image is compared with the images taken at regular intervals during the test.
- Student Impersonation Suspected' flag is raised if the student is found to be different.
Proctoring Technology

- A comprehensive human-based and AI-based proctoring technology - Live proctoring, auto proctoring and record and review proctoring

- Auto proctoring is an AI-based automated proctoring technology that uses students' webcams, and microphone feeds for auto invigilation.

Video Proctoring
It checks students' video feeds to raise flags in case of any suspicious activity visible in the video.

Audio Proctoring
It checks students' audio feeds and raises flags in case of additional human voices in the vicinity.

Image Proctoring
It assesses checks students' pictures taken at regular intervals.

Secure Exam Browser
Secure browser lockdown technology that sanitizes students' computers by disabling additional tabs, browsers, external ports, etc.